Foreword by the Minister of Physical Development and the Environment

(To be inserted following Cabinet’s approval)
Saint Lucia National Energy Policy

A. Background

(1) A secure and sustainable energy supply is critical to national development. Energy services are required for a number of activities including, *inter alia*; electricity generation, water supply, agriculture production, transportation and telecommunications. All of these services are integral to the development of Saint Lucia and to the well-being and advancement of its people.

(2) Saint Lucia is a net importer of fossil-based energy, with the power and transport sectors relying exclusively on imported oil derivates. All economic sectors have been affected by increasing oil prices in recent times. This has also had negative impacts on the country’s balance of trade. The effects of energy supply interruptions and oil price shocks on economic performance are therefore of major concern, given the island’s almost complete dependence on imported energy.

(3) The Government of Saint Lucia has recognised the influence that developments in the global energy markets have on domestic needs and has taken steps to achieve higher energy security and independence. In May 1999, the Government passed Cabinet Conclusion No. 464 eliminating all import duties and consumption taxes on renewable energy equipment and materials. Further, in April 2001, it decided to make the purchase of solar water heaters tax- deductible. Meritorious as these initiatives may be, it has been recognised that they are insufficient for addressing the broader and deeper challenge of achieving energy efficiency in all sectors and reducing reliance on current energy sources.

(4) In 2001, the Cabinet of Ministers approved a *Sustainable Energy Plan*, by Cabinet Conclusion No. 695. One of the goals identified by the *Plan* was to enhance the security of energy supply and use for all sectors of the economy. However, successful implementation of the *Plan* has been impeded by the absence of an appropriate regulatory and policy framework. A key objective of the proposed *National Energy Policy* is therefore to create an enabling environment, both regulatory and institutional, for the introduction of indigenous renewable energy to the national energy mix, thus achieving greater energy security and independence.
B. Introduction

(5) The Government of Saint Lucia is committed to the broad objective of relying on market forces to achieve the efficient allocation of resources. Nevertheless, in the case of energy, the Government may intervene where necessary, in order to support the exploitation of new and indigenous energy resources and promote energy conservation and efficiency. While the Government's intervention in the day-to-day operation of the power sector will be minimal, it will retain primary responsibility for policy-making.

(6) The national energy sector policy and strategies will be consistent with the Government's overall macro-economic policy directives such as the National Vision Plan and the Medium Term Strategy. Even under a regime where there is substantial private participation in the energy sector, the Government will continue to play a vital role by setting the legal framework for the entire sector. For such purposes, the Government will continuously analyse the results of its interventions and amend the energy policy, the energy strategy and/or the legislation, as necessary. As a result, it is anticipated that Saint Lucia’s economy as a whole will benefit from the supply of cost-efficient energy and the protection of certain customer groups, in addition to minimizing negative environmental impacts.

(7) The Government will ensure the development, and/or exploitation, of new and renewable energy resources as an important measure in its efforts to establish Saint Lucia as a “Sustainable Energy Demonstration Country”. Although the original target of 2012 is no longer realistic, the Government is committed to making significant strides in energy sustainability. The following tenets will guide Saint Lucia’s energy policy:

(i) Procurement of energy supplies at the least cost through liberalisation of the energy sector and broad private sector participation;

(ii) Energy security and reliability;

(iii) Diversification of the energy base;

(iv) Exploitation of indigenous renewable energy resources;

(v) Higher efficiency in energy production, conversion and use with the overall
objective of reducing energy intensity;

(vi) Reduction of adverse environmental effects and pollution by rehabilitating existing energy sector facilities and introducing new standards for energy-related products, as well as mandating appropriate environmental impact assessments of new projects and options;

(vii) Implementation of appropriate pricing polices to ensure that adequate energy supplies are efficiently delivered to all economic sectors, and fostering of an environment to facilitate an improved and sustained energy supply network with sufficient incentives to encourage private sector investments; and

(viii) Establishment of an appropriate regulatory framework to set clear guidelines for investors and protect the interests of consumers.
C. Institutional Arrangements

C.1 Responsibility of the ministry in Charge of energy planning

(8) The ministry in charge of energy planning is responsible for formulating and monitoring the implementation of the national energy policy and strategy, and the resulting plans. The role of the Ministry will cover, *inter alia*:

1. Energy policy formulation, national energy planning and energy sector co-ordination.

2. Mandating and co-ordination of studies on energy resources, production, transformation and marketing in close co-operation with the responsible operating agencies.

3. Compiling basic energy information useful for sectoral planning, and evaluating the impact of selected policy initiatives.

4. Fostering the development of appropriate legislation for the electricity, petroleum and gas sub-sectors through a participatory and consultative process.

5. Fostering the development and adoption of appropriate energy efficiency and safety standards.

6. Promoting and monitoring power sector demand-side management programmes and other programmes designed to encourage the purchase and adoption of energy-efficient appliances by final energy users.

7. Encouraging private sector participation in renewable energy technologies that are relevant to Saint Lucia.

8. Organising energy awareness programmes and activities and disseminating appropriate information.

9. Advising the Cabinet on matters related to the regulation of the energy sector.

10. Overseeing and coordinating activities relating to energy and the environment.
C. 2 Responsibility of the ministry in charge of public utilities

(9) The ministry in charge of public utilities is responsible for protecting consumer interests by ensuring that they are provided with an efficient, reliable and cost-effective energy service. It will also act as the principal body to issue licences for all public electricity services. Its main tasks are therefore to:

(i) Address issues affecting the quality of energy services delivered.

(ii) Act as first contact point in all cases of complaints by energy consumers, helping to resolve such disputes between, or among, the parties involved. In cases where no solution can be reached, the Ministry will report, and hand over the case, to the Regulatory Commission for the Power Sector, which shall act as arbitrator.

(iii) Issue licences for electricity generation, transmission and distribution.

(iv) Assist in energy policy and legislation issues as well as on national energy planning.

C. 3 Energy Policy Advisory Committee

(10) The Government will establish an Energy Policy Advisory Committee which will be co-chaired by the ministry in charge of energy planning and the ministry in charge of public utilities. This high-level Committee will provide advice on energy-related issues and activities by, *inter alia*, creating a discussion forum open to state institutions and the private sector. It will further advise on, and make proposals for, adequate instruments and strategies, so that the overall objectives of the reform of the energy sector are achieved in the shortest possible time.

(11) Because of the cross-cutting issues involved in the implementation of energy policy, and the need for substantial legislative reform and significant inter-ministerial collaboration, the Committee will comprise senior experts from the following public and private-sector institutions:

- Ministry/agency with responsibility for Energy Planning
- Ministry/agency with responsibility for Finance
- Ministry/agency with responsibility for Physical Development,
- Ministry/agency with responsibility for Transport
- Ministry/agency with responsibility for Public Utilities
- Saint Lucia Chamber of Commerce
- Saint Lucia Electricity Services Limited (LUCELEC)
- Saint Lucia Hotel and Tourism Association
- Civil society/competent individual

(12) The ministry responsible for Energy Planning will act as the Secretariat for this Committee, and will be responsible for the recruitment of consultants or advisors from other agencies and the private sector; preparing briefs for the committee; summoning meetings and keeping record of its recommendations.

C. 4 Regulatory Commission for the Power Sector

(13) The Government will establish an independent regulatory body (Regulatory Commission), headed by a Regulator. It will be mainly self-financed through licence and other service fees. Initially this body will operate at the national level but, at a later stage, it may be integrated into a regional regulatory body overseeing other public utilities in the OECS.1

(14) The Regulatory Commission will be mandated to:

1. Recommend to the Minister with responsibility for Public Utilities the terms and conditions for the issuance of licences for LUCELEC to generate, transmit and

---

1 Significant economies of scale, as well as a fillip to the important perception of independence and impartiality, would be brought to bear on the operation of the utility regulatory body if it were founded at a regional level, and regulated not only electric utilities, but other utilities as well. The Government will move speedily to consider promoting the establishment of such a regional office of utility regulation (ROUR) as suggested by CDC in the LUCELEC Review Commission Report – perhaps operating under the auspices of the OECS as in the case of ECTEL – which would be responsible for supervising quality of service standards and the economic regulation of the electric and water utilities operating throughout the OECS region.
distribute electricity for sale to final consumers in Saint Lucia (see section (27));

2. Recommend to the Minister with responsibility for Public Utilities the terms and conditions for the issuance of licences to Independent Power Producers (IPPs) for the installation and operation of new power generation facilities [see section 30];

3. Undertake the economic regulation of the sector (D 3.7);

4. Approve tariff structures and rates for all customers as well as for back-up and reserve power in the case of co-generators as defined in D.3.4. Customers with an annual consumption of more than 2000 MWh may negotiate charges on a bilateral basis directly with LUCELEC;

5. Determine the particular instances for net-metering in cases of small-scale self-generation, and the tariffs for delivery of excess electricity to the grid according to sections (35) and (43);

6. Establish and monitor tendering procedures for any major investments in the power generation sector where this is necessary according to sections (28), (30) and (39);

7. Set and monitor quality of service standards and reliability criteria for all licencees; and

8. Act as arbitrator in all cases of disputes between electric utilities and consumers, or between any other parties engaged in the electricity sector.
D. Energy Sub-sectors

**D.1 Petroleum Sub-Sector**

D.1.1 Security of Energy Supply

(15) The Government will undertake all efforts to diversify the sources of petroleum supply to make the nation less vulnerable in the event of a disruption in the supply of oil and oil derivatives. In this regard, the Government’s foreign trade policy will seek to strengthen bilateral relations with energy-supplying countries within, and outside of, the region and establish medium- and/or long-term agreements. Before any such bilateral agreement is signed, a stakeholder consultation shall take place to receive the input of relevant stakeholders such as ministries, electricity market participants or consumer groups.

D.1.2 Pricing and Taxation

(16) The ministry with responsibility for Finance shall establish and maintain a mechanism to monitor the pricing scheme for petroleum products in order to ensure that prices are always reasonable and that prices are not being marked up with excessive transportation, loss and insurance costs.

(17) To achieve this, the Government will:

(i) Re-visit the recommendations of the 1991 World Bank Caribbean Least Cost Petroleum Supply Study;

(ii) Review, with the petroleum import companies, their guidelines for the calculation of the transportation, losses and insurance costs; and

(iii) Ensure that capability exists within the Ministry with responsibility for Finance to monitor the pricing arrangements and formulae on a continuous basis, making use of other regional and international benchmarks.

(18) The Government will continuously review the existing method of adjusting the excise tax levied on petrol, diesel and other fossil fuels. Taxation computations will be revised to ensure a domestic fuel price mechanism which allows the costs at the pump to fully
reflect international price movements.

**D.1.3 Safety and Standards**

(19) Standards will be instituted with the assistance of the Bureau of Standards for the operation of oil-related facilities in Saint Lucia in order to adequately address environmental and safety concerns and to protect the consumer. Based on these standards, licensing requirements will instituted for these operations by the appropriate government agencies.

**D.1.4 National Oil Refinery**

(20) The Government will examine the feasibility of establishing a national oil refinery, either for the supply of Saint Lucia alone, or with the option to export oil derivates to neighbouring countries. This process should include national stakeholder consultations to allow relevant entities/individuals an opportunity to participate in the decision-making. Subsequent to conduct of the feasibility study, the Government will make a decision on how to move forward with regard to the establishment of an oil refinery.

**D.2 Gas Sub-Sector**

(21) The Government will seek to participate where possible in regional efforts to explore the economic and financial viability of piped or shipped natural gas as an alternative fuel source in keeping with its efforts to diversify Saint Lucia’s energy diversification in support of long-term sustainable growth objectives. This process will seek to ensure stakeholder consultation in assessing the viability of piped natural gas for Saint Lucia.

**D.3 Electricity Sub-Sector**

**D.3.1 Power Expansion Planning**

(22) Every four (4) years, LUCEL will draw up a long-term Power Expansion Plan for the development of new electricity generation projects, based on least cost options and on security of electricity supply. For comparison of the least-cost options in case of fossil-fuel-based projects, the financial analysis should be based on inclusion of the average wholesale market prices for fossil fuels that LUCEL has paid over the last five (5) years, to allow for extrapolation into the future. Security of electricity supply shall address the resource dependence and availability with respect to, *inter alia*, imports
or fluctuating natural resources, as well as the maturity of technology and impact on the existing electricity system (addressed in the norms and standards to be agreed on). LUCELEC shall present its justification with regard to the proposed projects in the presented Power Expansion Plan, especially referring to the least-cost options, to security of electricity supply matters and to social and environmental impacts.

The Power Expansion Plan will include the preparation and publication of an indicative programme providing a list of probable generation projects with a timeframe for the addition of new, or the replacement of existing, plant capacity.

The Power Expansion Plan will be submitted to the Regulatory Commission for approval and will be revised upon its request.

Every two (2) years, the Power Expansion Plan will be reviewed by LUCELEC and, if deemed necessary, the revision will be subject to approval by the Regulatory Commission. The plan and its revisions will be published.

(23) For the longer term, the Government – represented by the ministry with responsibility for energy planning – and the Regulatory Commission will ensure that power system demand and supply studies are carried out at regular intervals to update the Power Expansion Plan.

D.3.2 Private Sector Engagement

(24) All investments in new power generation, transmission and distribution facilities in Saint Lucia will be through private sector interventions. LUCELEC will continue to operate as the only transmitter and supplier of publicly distributed electricity in Saint Lucia, as outlined in the Electricity Supply Act in force. It will also continue owning and operating the existing power generating facilities until the end of their economic lifetime.

(25) To facilitate a more competitive environment, LUCELEC will be required to set up separate cost centres for generation, transmission, distribution and electricity sales in order that the costs related to each of these different operations can be accurately determined to the satisfaction of the Regulatory Commission.

(26) National resource assessments will be performed in order to derive the technically and
economically available indigenous energy resources that could be explored either for local use or for export. These results will enable the subsequent adjustment quotas for the contribution of realistic, cost-effective, competitive and affordable alternative energy generation as a fraction of the national electricity matrix. Alternative energy sources in this context include, among others: geothermal energy, wind energy, solar energy, waste energy, biomass energy, and hydropower, as well as technologies that may become commercially mature in the future.

(27) All existing licences held by LUCELEC shall continue to be governed by the Electricity Supply Act No.10 of 1994 and its amendments. Any new licences LUCELEC might obtain for future generation facilities in general will be valid for periods of up to twenty-five (25) years. In exceptional cases, and with significant economic reasons, this period may be extended. All generation facilities operated by LUCELEC will be licensed individually.

(28) In cases where LUCELEC does not comply with any of its generation obligations, as outlined in the approved national Power Expansion Plan, or in the Electricity Supply Act in force, the Regulatory Commission will, after a tendering process, recommend to the ministry with responsibility for Public Utilities the issuance of licences for operation with respect to the part of non-compliance by LUCELEC. Such licences in general will be valid for periods of up to twenty-five (25) years. This period may be extended in exceptional cases and with significant economic reasons.

(29) Only LUCELEC, with the approval of the Regulatory Commission, may request the installation of, and may operate, new fossil-fuel-based power plants to expand the generating capacity in accordance with the long-term Power Expansion Plan mentioned in section.

However, the Regulatory Commission may suggest that “specific” renewable energy projects be taken into consideration as part of the Power Extension Plan, if their national potential is significant and proven, and their exploitation cost-competitive. Therefore, financial, technical, social and environmental feasibility studies must be in place to support the assumption that such suggested projects lower the overall average generation costs of the system and may be implemented in an environmentally and socially sound manner. In such cases, the project developer shall seek the collaboration and cooperation of LUCELEC with regard to planning, implementation and operation,
in order to come to a Joint Venture agreement or PPA whenever possible. The Regulatory Commission will define the guidelines and the process of how to suggest such specific projects as being considered within the Power Expansion Plan.

In cases where LUCELEC, as system operator, does not comply with its obligations as outlined in (28) and (38), the selection of any new generation facilities by the Regulatory Commission among the existing bids must follow due evaluations of generation costs, proposed management systems, supply security (technological maturity, experience of developer and manufacturer, resource availability etc.), bankability, environmental impacts and other parameters. In particular, the Regulatory Commission will consider and take into account all factors which could have a potentially negative impact on the economic operation of the existing power plants and distribution system, as well as on the security of energy supply. The ministry with responsibility for public utilities will issue the licences for carefully selected generation facilities. The potential winner of a tendering process will need to comply with the same obligations and regulations as LUCELEC in terms of transparency, quality of supply and reliability.

(30) The Regulatory Commission may decide to establish a technical panel to review and evaluate solicited and unsolicited project proposals. The political directorate, including ministers of government, will refrain from negotiating directly with private investors.

(31) Independent Power Producers will deliver electricity to the transmission entity of LUCELEC on the basis of bilateral Power Purchase Agreements, under the supervision of, and according to guidelines set up by the Regulatory Commission.

D.3.3 Regulatory Arrangements

(32) The Government will ensure that the Electricity Supply Act that governs the overall operations of the power sector effectively addresses (a) operating licences for transmission and distribution lines and existing electricity generation facilities which will be negotiated between the Regulatory Commission and LUCELEC; and (b) establishment of an independent regulatory body (Regulatory Commission) to regulate the power sector in Saint Lucia.

D.3.4 Co-Generation

(33) The Electricity Supply Act will allow commercial entities such as hotels, hospitals and
factories, after approval by LUCELEC, to generate electricity for their own use in co-
geneneration plants with a maximum electrical name-plate capacity of 500 kW and located at the site of energy consumption. The maximum capacity for co-generating plants of a single entity shall not exceed 30% of the capacity needed to supply the average electricity consumption based on the past three (3) years of that single entity.

Co-generators have to prove with evidence in the application process that they will recover a reasonable proportion of the waste heat for productive purposes such as water heating, cooling or freezing, and that their co-generation unit helps to reduce overall energy consumption and emissions. The approval by LUCELEC may only be denied on technical grounds; in cases of dispute between the applicant and LUCELEC, the Regulatory Commission will decide.

(34) Co-generators will be able to retain a connection to the distribution or transmission grid for backup purposes and additional electricity needs. Tariff designs for such back-up power and additional electricity supply will be revised and published annually by the Regulatory Commission and will take into consideration the cost of maintaining emergency or peak-load capacity.

(35) Co-generators will have the right to sell excess electricity to the grid operator and will be reimbursed for such supply on the basis of avoided annual average electricity generation costs. The Regulatory Commission will revise and publish annually the rates to be paid by the grid operator for such electricity. The Government will examine options to pay for an additional bonus (premium) per kilowatt-hour in cases where such supply from co-generation plants leads to a substantial reduction of energy inputs and emissions in comparison to alternative generation solutions.

(36) The granting of licences will be subject to, inter alia, compliance with safety regulations, electricity quality standards, environmental standards and other physical planning considerations. A licence will be required for all co-generation and the sale of excess electricity to the grid. A licence will not be required by entities not connected to the grid and for those generators mentioned in section (42).

(37) In order to allow for a learning process and for adjustment of the policy if necessary, the total installed capacity for self-supply from cogeneration will be capped at 3 MW electrical capacity in the initial phase of four (4) years. The Regulatory Commission, in
collaboration with LUCELEC and other stakeholders, will constantly monitor and evaluate the economic and technical effects of co-generators. Every four (4) years, the Regulatory Commission may decide, after negotiation with LUCELEC, to adjust the co-generation cap beyond the initial value.

D.3.5 Indigenous Renewable Energy Sources

(38) The Government has a strong interest in making use of indigenous renewable energy sources such as wind power, biomass, solar thermal, photovoltaic, hydropower and geothermal energy for electricity, heat production and cooling in the short and medium term. The Ministry with responsibility for Energy Planning, with the consent of the Regulatory Commission and other ministries concerned, will therefore propose to the Cabinet a minimum quota to be achieved by specific years (and in the following years) defining the annual average contribution of electricity from renewable energy sources to the overall public electricity generation delivered to the transmission grid. As a first target, quotas will be set in such a way that at least 5% of the electricity generated in 2013, and at least 15% in 2015, will originate from renewable energy sources. The quota should reach at least 30% by 2020.

The quotas established may be adjusted, based on the national resource assessments conducted as outlined in (26).

In the first instance, LUCELEC will be responsible for ensuring that this quota is achieved by generating or purchasing renewable electricity from adequate generation facilities licensed by the ministry in charge for public utilities. The incumbent utility LUCELEC may for such purpose either set up its own renewable energy generation facilities, establish joint ventures, or sub-contract suitable operators and investors.

(39) Where the quota set for a specific year is not achieved, the Regulatory Commission, as outlined in D.3.2, will be mandated to prepare an international public tender in order to invite potential Independent Power Producers for the installation and operation of renewable electricity generation facilities that deliver electricity, only with respect to the part of non-compliance by LUCELEC. LUCELEC is obliged to provide open access to the electricity network for power supplied by such Independent Power Producers. If the transmission line needs to be enhanced or extended to the point of connection, this will take place at the expense of the Independent Power Producer.
The ministry with responsibility for energy planning may also set targets for other forms of renewable energy use. These may include biomass and solar thermal energy.

To the extent possible, electricity from non-intermittent renewable energy sources such as geothermal will be used to meet base-load electricity requirements. Subject to availability and demand, electricity from intermittent renewable electricity sources will be dispatched. These sources will be preferred over fossil fuel power plants as long as the grid stability is not endangered.

Operators of grid-connected small-scale renewable electricity systems with a maximum peak capacity of 10 kW dedicated mainly to self-supply, such as photovoltaic systems, small wind generators, or small hydro-power plants, will need approval by LUCELEC but will not have to apply for a licence. Such approval may only be denied in exceptional cases and with sufficient reason (e.g., grid instability/potential to lose the grid), or if the initial cap stated in section (37) is met. The Regulatory Commission, in collaboration with LUCELEC and other stakeholders, will constantly monitor and evaluate the economic and technical effects of self-supply systems. The Regulatory Commission may decide, after negotiation with LUCELEC, to adjust the cogeneration cap beyond the initial value of 10kW.

The legislation will allow the use of “net-metering”, thus off-setting the amount of energy delivered to the grid with the electricity supplied to the customer on equal economic terms. In cases where the electricity produced by the system exceeds the customer’s own consumption for the meter reading period, the Regulatory Commission will determine a specific rate to be paid by LUCELEC for such electricity delivered to its network based on avoided cost and external benefits. The Regulatory Commission will determine and publish detailed rules for net-metering operations.

D.3.6 Quality of Service Standards

A change in the current regulatory regime is required to reflect specific quality of service standards for the protection of consumers. This will prevent the situation that occurs where utilities enjoying a monopoly position under-invest in customer service and quality of service if such investments do not necessarily result in increased revenues and profits.

The Regulatory Commission will negotiate with the electricity distribution utility on
standards governing the quality of service and targets for improvement. The agreement will incorporate two types of standards – (a) Guaranteed individual standards, and (b) Overall standards.

(46) Guaranteed Individual Standards:

In the provision of services to each individual customer, the electricity distribution utility must adhere to the set service standards. These guaranteed individual standards will address *inter alia*;

- The time taken to provide service after a request is made;
- Response time to emergency calls;
- Re-connection after payment of overdue amounts.

If the utility fails to meet a guaranteed standard, a specified payment, as agreed with the regulatory commission, will be made to the affected customer. The objective is not so much to compensate the customer for inconvenience or loss, as to encourage the electricity distribution utility to maintain a high level of service.

(47) Overall Standards:

Overall Standards cover areas of service that affect all or a large group of customers and where, therefore, individual compensatory payments are not feasible. However, even in such circumstances, it will be desirable for the utility to provide service at a predetermined minimum quality. These overall standards will address, *inter alia*;

- Energy input for electricity generation;
- Service reliability, as measured by the number of minutes per year in which service to the average customer is interrupted;
- Advance notice to customers of planned outages;
- Frequency of meter readings, etc.

Power producers and the electricity distributor will not be subject to direct financial penalties if they fail to meet an overall standard but their performance in this regard will be taken into consideration during rate reviews.
D.3.7 Economic Regulation and Tariff Design

(48) The Regulatory Commission will ensure that the electricity tariff is designed to reflect:

(a) The full costs of producing electricity, including duties and taxes, on a non-discriminatory basis to all consumers of electricity;

(b) Indexation of fuel cost fluctuations;

(c) Adjustments for inflation based on a retail price index minus an incentive factor for productivity improvements;

(d) The long-run marginal cost of supply to each consumer category, each supply voltage level and the cost of supplying capacity and energy to consumers at different times of day, etc.;

The tariff should ensure that cross-subsidies are minimised by further ensuring that any subsidies which are required to either (a) protect the poorest categories of consumers, or (b) promote tourism or industrial development are, as far as possible, supplied from within the broad consumer class and not across consumer classes or voltage levels. Further purchased power charges and adjustments should be passed through to the consumer in the tariff and that power purchase contracts with IPPs are subject to the approval of the Regulator. The Government will not be entitled to any special discounts.

In setting the electricity tariff, consideration should be given to the energy efficiency of the utility, particularly with respect to technical line losses and generator heat rates.

Generation companies shall obtain fuel at the lowest cost as long as it is available. Therefore, at least three comparative quotations shall need to be obtained and compared for each new or prolonged wholesale contract. Where this is not possible, the Regulatory Commission shall be provided with justification for the absence of the comparative quotations. Fuel surcharge will be calculated based on the lowest market price (i.e. the most economical of the three proposals) at which fuel could have been purchased.
The tariff structure should also ensure that LUCELEC is capable of recovering its operating and capital costs and that its earnings and rate of return on equity are within acceptable margins.
E. Energy Efficiency Measures

E.1 Energy Efficiency in the Electricity Sector

(49) Energy efficiency and conservation efforts will be supported by the economic pricing of energy products. Demand side management (DSM) programmes are also necessary to fully exploit the potential for energy efficiency and conservation.

The Government will promote the development and implementation of Demand Side Management (DSM) programmes with the involvement of power distributors. These programmes will seek to:

(a) Develop institutional mechanisms to assess end use energy consumption and determine efficiency improvement potentials;

(b) Design and implement specific measures to capture these potentials;

(c) Evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed measures; and

(d) Develop the necessary institutional capabilities to implement these activities on a larger scale.

(50) These DSM programmes may be initiated by the electricity distribution utility with the support of government. The implementation of DSM programmes will require institutional strengthening and capacity building, such as a comprehensive energy-efficiency training programme for utility personnel, hotel developers and engineers, entrepreneurs, and other relevant stakeholders. The sustainability of such programmes will also require financing mechanisms such as tax concession and other financial incentives that support energy efficiency.

(51) Energy audits will be required for all major consumers, particularly those in the industrial, hotel and commercial sectors, who surpass an electricity consumption threshold predetermined by the ministry in charge of energy planning. Based on the results of these audits, such consumers will be required to implement measures to reduce their energy requirements.

(52) Likewise, all major consumers of electricity in the public sector, such as the Water and Sewerage Company (WASCO), shall be required to undertake energy audits in order to
assess energy conservation potential and implement energy efficiency measures.

(53) The Government will encourage the establishment of energy service companies (ESCOs) to undertake energy efficiency improvements by offering financial incentives. Government will also seek international assistance for the promotion of energy efficiency.

(54) On the supply side, efficiency improvements are to be enforced by the transmission grid operator in system loss reduction programmes, and these will be ensured by the targets to be set in the revised regulatory regime and arrangements.

E.2 Energy Efficiency in the Building Sector

(55) An Energy Efficiency Building Code (EEBC) will be developed under the aegis of the ministry with responsibility for physical development. The Code will address the energy aspect of ‘green building’ such as wall and roof insulation, passive techniques for shading, ventilation and natural lighting. Compliance with the EEBC will be introduced on a phased basis and will be implemented as part of a development approval process which will provide for the grandfathering of designs which are at an advanced stage. Initially, the EEBC will become mandatory for new constructions and retrofits in commercial buildings. Subsequently, the EEBC will become mandatory for both public and private sector buildings.

(56) An energy efficiency technology transfer phase will be promoted through, *inter alia*, training workshops for engineers and architects and the development of design handbooks incorporating local construction practices.

(57) Government will put measures in place to encourage the use of energy saving devices in new and existing buildings.

(58) The Government will provide ongoing support for the promotion and implementation of the EEBC. The work programme will include energy audits and compliance reviews for selected government buildings to serve as demonstration projects. This will indicate the commitment of the Government to a rapid implementation of the EEBC and the early realization of benefits.
Energy consumption in existing Government buildings will be monitored with a focus on monitoring electricity consumption for air conditioning and lighting. Improvements will be made where feasible. The results will be made public as to allow for the transfer of best practices and knowledge to other building sub-sectors.

Solar water heaters (SWH) have a large economic potential; therefore current fiscal incentives for the purchase of SWH will be maintained and promotion activities will be established to encourage their use. The use of electrical water heaters for any purpose will not be exempted from regular taxation. The use of SWH for new large consumers of hot water such as tourist resorts will be made mandatory through appropriate legislation, except for such cases where hot water is provided by cogeneration plants.

The Government will promote the use of other renewable energy technologies in buildings including photovoltaic and solar cooling, whenever such technologies are found to be cost-efficient and reliable.

**E.3 Energy Efficiency in the Transport Sector**

Regulation of the transport sector, a major consumer of energy in Saint Lucia is difficult due to the wide dispersal of ownership of vehicles.

Government will maintain a level of adequate taxation on motor vehicles as well as take measures to ensure improved vehicle maintenance in order to promote energy efficiency in the transportation sector.

Specifically the Government will:

1. Introduce beneficial tax systems to promote the purchase of more energy-economical vehicles, including the new generation of hybrid vehicles;
2. Ensure obligatory vehicle inspection and regular maintenance which will promote safety, reduce the level of harmful emissions and promote energy efficiency;
3. Facilitate the improved training of automotive mechanics and driving instructors with respect to energy efficiency and conservation;
(64) In the medium and long term, infrastructural measures such as improved road maintenance, repairs and construction, transport planning will be implemented. Specifically, the Ministry in charge of the transport sector will:

1. Better integrate energy and environmental strategies into urban planning;

2. Improve traffic management by utilizing all feasible measures, such as computer-controlled traffic lights, which will make it possible to smooth the flow of traffic through Castries and the northern corridor;

3. Explore options, including the use of a scheduled ferry transportation service between Gros-Islet and Castries, to relieve the heavily-burdened northern corridor; and investigate the option of moving heavy commercial loads between Port Castries and Vieux-Fort by barge;

4. Determine the feasibility of measures such as; restrictions on circulating traffic and the introduction of special urban road charges to restrict access of private motor cars to Castries city centre, while making the public transportation system more efficient and promoting its increased usage.

(65) The Ministry responsible for finance will maintain a taxation regime which allows international fuel price movements to be fully reflected in the price paid at the pump in order to discourage wasteful consumption of fuel.

(66) Conduct an in-depth analysis of energy conservation options in the transportation sector which will be periodically updated by the Ministry for transportation.
F. Environmental Aspects

(67) The Government will ensure that environmental protection considerations both national and international are addressed in all energy initiatives. To this end, the Government will ensure the following:

(a) Mandatory Environmental Impact Assessments for new energy-related projects

(b) Cleaning up existing sources of pollution, notably power stations and petrol stations; and

(c) Pollution abatement through conservation and energy efficiency improvements.

(68) The Government will establish the necessary national, legal and institutional systems to take fullest advantage of opportunities under the Clean Development Mechanism of the Kyoto Protocol and any related future facilities aimed at achieving reductions in greenhouse gas emissions.